Where can I get a list of the different possible Merge fields that can be used with an ILLiad Print Document?
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Symptom

- You want the list of different Merge Fields that can show up in a Word Document

Applies to

- ILLiad

Resolution

There are Merge fields that can be used and then there is what Merge fields are used with each Word Template:

1. Here is a list of different Print Word Document Merge fields located at the [Old vs. New Print Template Merge Fields](https://help.oclc.org/Resource_Sharing/ILLiad/Troubleshooting/Where_can_I_get_a_list_of_the_different_possible) document.

2. When you are using a word document such as Borrowing Loan Labels, if you go to the Mailings Ribbon, and choose "Insert Merge Field" icon or drop-down, you will see the listings of the different merge fields that come from the Data Source. They may not include every Merge field you see in the old vs. New Print Template Merge fields document because they are the only ones that the Data Source uses.

3. You can see more about the process of inserting a merge field in the [Adding New Merge Fields](https://help.oclc.org/Resource_Sharing/ILLiad/Troubleshooting/Where_can_I_get_a_list_of_the_different_possible) document.